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Abstract

We report on microstructural durability of 5,5'-bis(naphth-2-yl)-2,2'-bithiophene (NaT2) in organic field effect transistors (OFETs) in operando monitored by grazing-incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXRD). NaT2 maintains its monoclinic bulk motif in operating OFETs with \(a = 20.31 \pm 0.06 \text{ Å}, \ b = 6.00 \pm 0.01 \text{ Å}, \ c = 8.17 \pm 0.04 \text{ Å}\), and \(\beta = (96.64 \pm 0.74)^\circ\). Crystallites appear as a mosaic of single crystals reaching through the whole 50 nm thick active layer. The lattice parameters variation (<1%) falls within the statistical error of structure refinement when the OFET gate voltage is varied from 0 V to -40 V; or when the OFET is continuously cycled within this voltage interval over more than 10 h period. Within the first few cycles, both the hole mobility and threshold voltage are changing but then reach stable levels with an average mobility of \((3.25 \pm 0.04) \times 10^{-4} \text{ cm}^2/\text{Vs}\) and an average threshold voltage of \(-13.6 \pm 0.2 \text{ V}\), both varying less than 4% for the remainder of the 10 h period. This demonstrates crystalline stability of NaT2 in operating OFETs.
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1. Introduction

Organic field effect transistors (OFETs) constitute a key component in organic electronics [1, 2, 3]. Their advantages include large-area and inexpensive processing on a variety of substrates, low material consumption and flexibility. The OFET performance depends on the long range morphology and short range molecular packing as well as on macroscopic and microscopic defects, and materials with high degree of order are generally desirable [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. Also extrinsic factors such as ambient humidity affects device performance [6]. A remaining challenge relates to the electrical stability or so-called bias-stress stability [7]. When OFETs operate under prolonged electrical bias, a continuous shift of the threshold voltage and therefore a change of the on-current is often observed. This is connected to the migration and trapping of charged species under the influence of the applied electric field, but the exact mechanism remains to be fully understood. The location of the traps has for example been suggested to be at grain boundaries of the organic layer [8, 9] or at the dielectric/semiconductor interface [10], and it has been determined that water plays a role [11, 12], even though the bias-stress also occurs under vacuum conditions. Recently Liscio and co-workers [13] employed grazing-incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXRD) to study pentacene OFETs \textit{in operando}, and proposed that an applied electric field could reorient a fraction of the pentacene molecules located at or near grain boundaries leading to energy lowering and the formation of a shallow trap for charge carriers that would influence bias-stress stability.

Oligothiophenes used in OFETs show a rich variety of structural phenomena determining the OFET performance [14]. Typical oligothiophenes are either fused systems [15] or end-capped by alkyl [16] or aromatic or polyaromatic groups in a symmetric [17] or asymmetric manner [18] manifesting vertically aligned face-to-face structure on the OFET surface. This structure is further modified by an additional molecular layer between electrodes and thiophene layer [19] or altered by external parameters such as externally induced uniaxial strain [20]. The structure of various oligothiophenes in OFETs has been resolved \textit{ex situ} even in the monolayer level [16] but the effect of electric field in running OFETs, corresponding those observed for pentacene [13], are not well reported.
Geng and co-workers introduced naphthyl end-capped oligothiophenes with good stability and crystallinity as well as relatively high mobilities [21]. The end-capping helped to prevent side reaction, which hinders polymerization and oxidation and the high polarizability, amongst other beneficial properties for OFETs. The authors found that these materials are particularly stable and lose less than 1% of their weight when heated up to 325 °C or more. Among these materials, the crystal growth of 5,5′-bis(naphth-2-yl)-2,2′-bithiophene (NaT2) shows also a peculiar property as the molecules may form extremely high aspect ratio fibers, 20 nm thick and several micrometers long, when grown on muscovite mica, with potential in phototransistors [22] and waveguides[23]. Structures of these materials were characterized in the single crystal bulk but not in OFETs [21].

As the performance of OFETs depends on the thin-film structures, various aspects and processing steps of conjugated oligomers and polymers have been studied by GIXRD including alignment [24], phase behavior [25, 26], solution shearing [27], solvent vapour annealing [28], roll-to-roll processing [29], doctor-blading [30] and spray-processing in real time [31]. However, apart from the GIXRD studies of Liscio and co-workers [13] the GIXRD literature of OFETs in operando is less comprehensive.

In this paper we report on the structure and structural stability of NaT2 in operating OFETs. Our objectives are to study Na2T in the OFET environment; demonstrate the versatility of GIXRD when probing OFETs in operando; and seek for electric field induced effects like those reported by Liscio et al. [13]. We find NaT2 forming a mosaic of essentially monoclinic single crystals through the whole active layer. This structure remains stable with the lattice parameters varying less than 1% when running OFET 10 hours, thus confirming the stability assumption of Geng and co-workers.
2. Experimental

Fig. 1 shows the chemical structure of NaT2. The synthesis of NaT2 followed a Stille cross-coupling approach as described in Ref.[32].

![Chemical structure of NaT2](image)

**Figure 1**: Chemical structure of NaT2

Fig. 2 illustrates the experimental settings. The OFET layout consisted of a highly n-doped Si carrier substrate as a back gate electrode with a 200 nm thick thermally grown $\text{SiO}_2$ layer as the gate dielectric. On top, interdigitated source and drain electrodes were fabricated by E-beam evaporation of Ti/Au (3 nm/30 nm), structured by photolithography and lift-off processes. The gap between the source and drain electrodes (the transistor channel length) was 500 $\mu$m, while the width of each interdigitated finger of the source and drain electrodes was 20 $\mu$m. The transistor channel width-to-length ratio was 268.78 and the area covered by the interdigitated electrode pattern 10 mm $\times$ 10 mm. Finally, a 50 nm thick NaT2 layer was deposited by vacuum sublimation (deposition pressure $10^{-8}$ mbar, deposition rate 0.2
nm/s) on top of the transistor substrates. In this configuration, the gold electrodes occupied only a minor part of the transistor area (4%) and most of the active film was therefore deposited on the SiO$_2$ surface. The sample was designed to fit into a ZIF (zero insertion force) socket for electrical connections to allow for easy sample exchange in GIXRD experiments.

GIXRD measurements were carried out at XMaS (BM28), the UK CRG beamline at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) in France. A nylon/metal-printed sample chamber filled with Helium was used to reduce background due to air scattering [33]. The X-ray energy was 10 keV and the beam size 100 µm × 260 µm (vert. × hor.). Depending on the given measurement, the incidence angle varied nominally from 0.20° to 0.50°. The sample-to-detector distance was determined by a silver behenate calibration sample as well as by monitoring the position of the direct X-ray beam on the detector as a function of detector angle relative to the incident beam. A partially transparent beamstop allowed trace the attenuated direct beam on the detector. The electrode length was about 14 mm at the X-ray beam position and the X-ray footprint 11.5 mm for an incidence angle of 0.5°. X-ray images were collected with an MAR 165 charge-coupled device (CCD) detector. Samples were mounted onto a PCB slot to allow electrical connections. In operando electrical measurements were carried out by biasing the transistor with programmable voltage supplies (Kepco and HP) and recording the resulting current with a Keithley picoammeter.

Two types of in operando measurements were performed. In the first type, a fixed $V_{ds}$ (e.g -20 V) was applied to the sample while the gate electrode was grounded (i.e. the transistor was off) followed by an instantaneous GIXRD measurement. Next, a gate voltage of the same value as $V_{ds}$ was applied and after a period of time of 120 s a new GIXRD measurement was made. After this, all bias voltages were set to zero. This measurement protocol was then repeated – next time applying a $V_{ds}$ of -30 V, and in the last step of -40 V. This protocol was used to show whether the gate voltage had significant effect on the lattice parameters.

The second type of electrical measurement was an ageing test in which the transistor was cycled between off and on states over approximately ten hours. In this measurement, a fixed $V_{ds}$ was applied throughout the measurement sequence while the gate voltage was varied to cycle between the off and
on states. Initially, a gate voltage of 0 V is applied (transistor off), and a GIXRD image was taken. The gate voltage was swept from 0 V to -40 V (while recording the current in order to be able to extract electrical transistor parameters), and a subsequent GIXRD measurement was again made after a stabilization period of 120 s while the transistor was on. Next, the gate voltage was scanned back to 0 V and the protocol immediately repeated and this continued for 10 hours. This protocol was to study the materials durability in operating OFETs.

The raw images were converted from the pixel space into the \( q \) space as described in Ref. [34]. This procedure determines the effective detector angles for each detector pixel. These effective detector angles for each pixel are related to the vectors in the reciprocal space in the horizontal geometry as

\[
H_\varphi = \begin{bmatrix}
X \\
\cos \omega_h Y + \sin \omega_h Z \\
\cos \omega_h Z - \sin \omega_h Y
\end{bmatrix},
\]

(1)

where \((X, Y, Z)\) is the momentum transfer in the laboratory frame and \(\omega_h\) the sample tilt as shown in Fig. 1 in Ref. [34]. In our experiment the sample rotation \(\varphi = 0\). This procedure accounts the tilted detector angles and the curvature of the Ewald sphere. The peak positions on the converted images were found by fitting cuts along \(q_z\) and \(q_{xy}(=\sqrt{X^2 + Y^2})\).

The conversion of \(q\)-values to the exact thin film lattice parameters in a textured sample requires acquiring pole figures as discussed in Ref.[35]. Obtaining full pole figures is impractical for our \textit{in operando} measurements with fixed electrical connections (Fig. 2). In order to detect possible texture in-plane, the samples were rotated 90° about the sample surface normal. The resulting GIXRD images were identical for both directions and the diffraction peaks and the lattice parameters matched very well to those calculated from single crystals (\textit{vide infra}). Thus the texture correction was deemed not necessary and the procedure allowed us to detect relative changes in lattice parameters as a function of time, voltage or incident angle.

The lattice parameters \(a, b, c\) and \(\beta\) of NaT2 were refined using weighted nonlinear regression from 6 of the 25 resolved peak positions, corresponding to Miller indices \((200), (300), (011), (111), (102)\) and \((202)\). Previously reported lattice parameters for single crystal NaT2 were used as an starting
point for this procedure [21]. The fitting error is calculated from the diagonal of the estimated variance-covariance matrix and given as ± 1 standard deviation. The crystallite size along \( z \) direction was estimated from the width of (100) arc.

The saturation hole mobilities and threshold voltages were obtained by fitting to the measured electrical transfer characteristics.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. NaT2 structure in OFETs.

Fig. 3 shows a typical 2D GIXRD pattern and the proposed indexation of NaT2 in an operating OFET. Fig. 4 shows selected layer intensity profiles deduced from the 2D GIXRD patterns. Also shown are the calculated peak positions and scattering intensities (vertical bars) for various Miller \( h k \ell \) indices using the single crystal NaT2 structure reported in the CSD database (644331.cif from Ref [21]). In the grazing incidence geometry the detector does not observe the central region of the \( h00 \) reflections and so only the calculated intensities are shown. The three observed layer lines, \((h10) (h11)\) and \((h02)\), have been shifted vertically for clarity. Figure 4 illustrates the NaT2 unit cell and the proposed unit cell packing in the OFET geometry as well as the relation between direct and reciprocal space.

The GIXRD pattern shows an array of sharp peaks and the pattern is identical if the sample was rotated 90° about \( z \) axis, \( i.e. \), the incident beam transversed perpendicular to the electrodes. Our refinement provides the lattice parameters \( a = 20.31 \pm 0.06 \, \text{Å}, b = 6.00 \pm 0.01 \, \text{Å}, c = 8.17 \pm 0.04 \, \text{Å} \) and \( \beta = (96.64 \pm 0.74)^\circ \). The refined parameters are close to those reported to the single crystal and the similarity between the unit cells in bulk and in OFET is supported further by similar peak intensities (Fig. 4). These observations together with the fact that the approximated crystallite size along \( z \) direction (\( \sim 40 \, \text{nm} \)) corresponds to the 50 nm film thickness indicate that NaT2 appears essentially as a mosaic of single crystals reaching through the whole active layer. This means that the \( a \) axis nearly follows the \( z \) axis whereas the \( bc \)-plane of adjacent crystallites has no correlation along the surface normal. In order to detect possible crystallite orientation in-plane, the samples were rotated 90° about the sample surface normal. The GIXRD images were identical for both directions.

This structure should be compared to the thin film structure of asymmetrically substituted 5-(4-decylphenyl)-5'-(naphthalen-2yl)-2,2'-bithiophene (DP2TN) which contains two thiophene rings end capped by a naphtyl group in one end and by a decylphenyl group in another end [18]. Both molecules are seemingly rigid rods and vertically packed but the packing on surfaces is significantly different. The flexible alkyl chains of DP2TN seem to lower the degree of order in plane and this is manifested in the GIXRD data by verti-
cal streaks (Bragg rods) characteristic for a liquid crystalline like order. The Bragg rods are also observed in pentacene films [13]. Similar streaks are not observed for NaT2 but the peaks are equally resolved for all three directions. Thin film structure of fluorene-bithiophene-fluorene (FTTF) is another relevant analogue where naphtyl end groups of NaT2 are replaced by fluorene groups [17]. FTTF forms rectangular unit cells but crystallites are initially not well oriented on the surface as indicated by the diffraction rings rather than peaks. The orientation is significantly improved and sharp peaks are resolved by increasing the deposition temperature from room temperature to 90 °C. This illustrates a delicacy in the crystal growth of bithiophenes.

Figure 3: 2D GIRXD pattern of NaT2 on a running OFET. The $q$ vectors correspond to the setting shown in Fig. 4 (vide infra).
Figure 4: Selected \( k\ell 0 \) lines of NaT2 GIXRD data (dotted and dashed, dashed and solid lines) and the peak positions and scattering intensities calculated from the single crystal data of Ref. [21] (histograms).

Fig. 6 shows the lattice parameters as a function of \( V_g \) at the 0.25° incidence angle when \( V_{ds} \) is kept equal to \( V_g \) (and when 4% of the measured film is actually on top of the electrodes). The refined monoclinic angle varies less than 8 mrad when the field is turned on. However, the statistical accuracy of refinement is actually larger, 17 mrad. Thus, the molecular structure remains essentially stable within the 2% limits. This implies that an electric field of around \( 10^8 \) V/m does not influence NaT2 or the effect is not measurable by our instrumentation.

This result should be compared to the pentacene structure [36, 37] and to the work of Liscio et al. [13] who reported a molecular tilt toward the direction of the applied field. The reason for this may be attributed to differences in the order. The difference of their structure is manifest as the absence of maxima along the Bragg rods. While pentacene shows good 2D order within the layers, the layer-to-layer structure is weaker. This simple difference may account to the molecules being easier to align due to the bias stress. This is also in line with the observation that Liscio and co-workers did not ob-
Figure 5: Illustrations for (a) NaT2 film and (b) NaT2 unit cell on OFETs. Vectors $\mathbf{q}_z$ and $\mathbf{q}_{xy}$ follow the experimental geometry while $\mathbf{a}$, $\mathbf{b}$, and $\mathbf{c}$ and $\mathbf{a}^*$, $\mathbf{b}^*$ and $\mathbf{c}^*$ represent the basic vectors of the direct and reciprocal lattices, respectively.

serve similar change in the crystal structure for thicker films (50 monolayers) which is more comparative to our case. The NaT2 films on the other hand are well ordered crystallites that show no indication of surface effects to the structure. Thus we may conclude that bias-stress plays no significant effect on NaT2 where the crystalline order is good in all three directions.

Fig. 7 shows the lattice parameters as a function of incidence angle at $V_{ds} = -20$ V. The parameter $b$ appears lower for the lowest incidence angle 0.20° and this may be an evidence for discontinuity of the crystalline structure at the surface. This effect of incidence angle is different for different lattice parameters, which implies that the effect is not an artefact. Any variation for $\geq 0.25°$ falls within the statistical error. Regardless the voltage, the nominal incidence angles 0.25-0.30° maximized the measured scattering intensities (and minimized the statistical error) and was used in the ageing studies below.
Figure 6: Lattice parameters of NaT2 as a function of $V_g$ at 0.25° incidence angle. $V_{ds} = V_g$. 

3.2. NaT2 structure and the OFET performance upon ageing.

Fig. 8 shows the lattice parameters of NaT2 in a running OFET with time. Fig. 9 shows the electrical characteristics of the same OFET measured simultaneously with the data shown in Fig. 7. The lattice parameters vary less than 1% when OFETs are cycled with $V_g$ cycled between 0 V and -40 V and the cycling is continued over more than a 10 h period under inert gas conditions.

Simultaneous measurements of charge carrying capacities show that IV curves remain stable, with hole mobilities reaching stable level with an average of
(3.25 ± 0.04) \times 10^{-4} \text{ cm}^2/\text{Vs} within a few cycles. For the remainder of the 10 h period mobility values varies less than 4% (including one standard deviation) from the average. These hole mobilities are more than an order of magnitude lower than the values reported by Geng and coworkers [21]. However, our films were deposited with the substrate at room temperature, while these authors used a substrate heated up to 80\degree C [21]. This may have a significant influence on thin-film morphology and thus also on the electrical transport properties. Furthermore, while Geng and co-workers employed a top contact configuration, we used a bottom contact configuration, which may result in a higher contact resistance that potentially can influence the extracted mobility.

Similarly, the threshold voltage shifts in the direction of the applied gate voltage during the first few cycles and then stabilize around an average value of $-13.6\pm0.2$ V, varying less than 4% (including one standard deviation) from the average. This is in agreement with previous studies on similar materials [7] and is linked to the trapping of charged species during transistor operation. We note that the X-ray illumination during the GIXRD data collection can lead to charge detrapping that could affect the electrical characteristics [13]. However, since we report changes in electrical performance based on consecutive measurement using the exactly same measurement protocol, any potential changes are not due to X-ray induced photocurrent. However, in contrast to the results of Liscio and co-workers [13], we observe no correlation between the change in the thin film structure (Fig. 8) and electrical devices characteristics (Fig. 9). This suggests that the bias-stress instabilities do not have a structural origin in the unit cell level.
4. Conclusions

NaT2 maintains its bulk monoclinic structure in operating OFETs with $a = 20.31 \pm 0.06 \, \text{Å}$, $b = 6.00 \pm 0.01 \, \text{Å}$, $c = 8.17 \pm 0.04 \, \text{Å}$ and $\beta = (96.64 \pm 0.74)^\circ$ showing alignment out-of-plane but not in-plane. This together with the fact that the crystallite size along the $z$ direction of $\sim 40$ nm corresponds to the $50 \, \text{nm}$ film thickness indicate that NaT2 appears essentially as a mosaic of single crystals reaching through the whole active layer. NaT2 maintains its structure in OFETs where the lattice parameters vary less than 1% when incidence angle is varied from $0.25^\circ$ to $0.5^\circ$ and less than 1% when OFETs are cycled with $V_g$ from 0 V to -40 V or when the cycling is continued over more than $10 \, \text{h}$ period under inert gas. At the same time hole mobility reaches stable levels within a few cycles with an average of $(3.25 \pm 0.04) \times 10^{-4} \, \text{cm}^2/\text{Vs}$.
and an average threshold voltage of $-13.6 \pm 0.2$ V. Both the hole mobility and the threshold voltage varies less than 4% for the remainder of the 10 h period. These findings provide a structural insight into NaT2 OFETs. They confirm the assumption of NaT2 as stable OFET materials [21] and demonstrate the use of GIXRD when probing OFETs in operando.

Future studies should expand these experiments to Na2T nanofibers [23] and other naphtyl substituted oligothiophenes and surface effects as shown elsewhere for $\alpha,\omega$–dihexylsexithiophenes and other materials [16, 38]. They may also benefit from reflectivity experiments as demonstrated for polythiophenes elsewhere [39].
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Figure 9: (a) I-V curves and (b) hole mobilities and (c) threshold voltage of NaT2 in a cycled OFET as a function of time measured simultaneously with the data shown in Fig. 8.